Populating your ORCID profile using Europe PubMed Central

1. Log in to your ORCID profile
2. In the line of the "Works" title hover your mouse over "+Add Works", and select "Search & Link" (note when this opens the list of "Link works" sources ORCID can import from, you might have other sources there that you want to repeat this process with)
3. Click on Europe PubMed Central, it will open in a new tab of your browser
4. Europe PubMed Central will ask for permission to access your ORCID record; this is how it will write all of the information about your publications to your record. Click 'Authorize'
5. Select your publications from the list in the Europe PubMed Central tab
6. Click on "Continue" at the top of the page
7. Review the list of publications, and if you are happy they are all yours then click on the 'Send to ORCID' button
8. Your publications will appear on your ORCID profile! It can take a few minutes sometimes.
9. When looking at your ORCID profile, you can click on "+Add Works" and then "+Add manually": you can enter conference papers, posters, datasets, lectures and more.